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1. Welcome and Opening Remarks 

Mr. Pearson opened the meeting and welcomed participants.  
 
2. Round Table Introductions and Adoption of the Agenda 

Following round table introductions, Mr. Pearson drew attention to the agenda and invited additions; 
none were proposed and the agenda was adopted as circulated.   

 
3. Vehicle Weight and Dimension Regulations in Canada - Update on Issues and Developments  

Mr. Pearson reminded participants that the meeting provides a forum for government and industry 
representatives to discuss issues pertaining to vehicle weight and dimension limits in Canada.  He 
explained that, in most cases, decisions on proposals for changes in standards cannot be taken by the 
Task Force at the meeting and would require consideration and endorsement by each government 
individually and collectively by the Council of Deputy Ministers Responsible for Transportation and 
Highway Safety before being reflected in the national Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on 
interprovincial vehicle weights and dimensions.  Mr. Pearson noted that weights and dimensions 
policy is a complex regulatory environment and harmonization can take time to achieve.  He 
emphasized that regular reports are provided to the Council of Deputy Ministers, which appreciates 
the advice and perspectives of stakeholder representatives on these issues.   

 
a) National Developments and MOU Amendments  

Mr. Pearson provided a presentation (Attachment 2) with background on the Task Force and the 
MOU.  He noted that, in October 2014, the Council of Ministers Responsible for Transportation and 
Highway Safety had approved amendments to the MOU pertaining to: 
- Addition of tridem drive tractor-semitrailer configurations as a new category, 
- Increase in the allowable size of aerodynamic devices on the rear of trucks and trailers to 1.52 m 

(5 ft), and 
- Increase in the overall length limit for B trains from 25 m to 27.5 m.  

 
Mr. Pearson noted that each of the amendments had originated from proposals presented at annual 
meetings of the Task Force.  He observed that amendments to the MOU have no immediate effect; 
implementation may require time for regulatory or policy changes to be made in each jurisdiction. 
 
Mr. Pearson also noted that a number of issues and proposals remain under discussion by the Task 
Force, including:   
- Acceptability of 6x2 tractors with or without load transfer technologies, 
- Increased weight limits for new generation wide base single tires, 
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- Weight allowances for LNG powered tractors, 
- Use of tractors with wheelbase up to 6.8 m in B train configurations, and 
- Use of roll coupled hitches on truck-trailer combinations.    
 

b) Provincial and Territorial Developments  

In round table review the following reports were provided: 
 
Prince Edward Island 
Mr. MacEwen reported that the Province had revised routing for self-steer quad-axle trailer 
configurations, which are allowed by special permit on all roads between July 1st and October 31st and 
on Schedule 1 highways during the remaining months.  
 
He noted that vehicles fitted with wide base single tires are required to hold a permit to carry loads in 
excess of 6000 kg per axle, whereas vehicles with 445 mm tires may carry loads up to 7700 kg. 
 
Mr. MacEwen reported that the Department has embarked on consultations with the Federation of 
Agriculture to develop guidelines and regulations for the operation of over-dimensional farm vehicles 
on the highway.  He noted that the process may result in a requirement for pilot vehicles to 
accompany vehicles of certain widths. 
 
Finally, Mr. MacEwen noted that the Department has completed another phase in the Trans Canada 
Highway realignment project, to remove a curve in Tryon that previously had the propensity for 
commercial vehicle roll-over.  
 
Nova Scotia 
Mr. Balsom reported that the long combination vehicle (LCV) program is going well and that efforts 
continue to harmonize requirements among the Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Quebec and Ontario. 
 
He noted that amendments to the Province’s vehicle weights and dimension regulations are being 
made to: 
- Clarify the operation of quad axle semitrailers, 
- Increase the allowable size of boat tails to 1.52 m, 
- Increase the overall length limit for B trains to 27.5 m, and  
- Add tridem drive tractor-semitrailer configurations, for which implementation options are being 

considered. 
 

Mr. Balsom also reported that an assessment is being made of the Province’s roll-coupled hitch 
program.  He said the results to date have been positive and that drivers report such configurations are 
more stable in operation. 
 
Yukon 
Mr. Warkentin reported that work continues to update weights and dimensions regulations in the 
Yukon. He noted that the Territory has issued many permits in recent years and the intention is to 
update the regulations to eliminate the need for some permits.   
 
He also reported that the Yukon is considering joining the International Registration Plan.  He also 
noted that computerized interactive systems have been implemented at some weigh stations and that 
online permitting will be considered next.  
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Northwest Territories 
Mr. Bonnetrouge reported that a two-year trial is being conducted of two special permits to allow: 
- Winter operation of eight-axle Super B trains at 67,000 kgs, and 
- Nine-axle tridem drive configurations at 71,300 kgs. 

 
He explained the operations are restricted to routes between Hay River and the diamond mines and 
that an assessment will be made of any resulting pavement damage over the two-year trial period. 
 
Ontario 
Mr. Lynch noted that Ontario had deferred enforcement regarding longer boat tails during the summer 
Ontario awaits the ability to put forth a regulatory amendment. Ontario has already seen boat tails in 
operation along primary highways, including US based carriers who have been deploying boat tails in 
the province for some time. Carriers previously were told to retract their boat tails, but moving 
forward there will be no further enforcement so long as they meet what is set out in Transport 
Canada's MVSA. 
 
He reported that a legislative amendment has been introduced in Ontario legislature, through a road 
safety related Bill, to change the length limit for B trains to 27.5 m, including moose bumpers. 
Subsequently, a regulatory amendment would be put forward toward allowing extending tractor 
wheelbases to 6.8 m with a trade off the sum of double-trailer wheelbases on B-trains. He noted that a 
regulatory amendment will be required following the amendment to the Highway Traffic Act and that 
special permits might be made available in the meantime, if the Minister so chooses.    
 
Mr. Lynch said that work on an MOU for LCV operations in the east is going well.  He added that the 
Province has moved to allow winter operations of LCVs and that increased monitoring and 
enforcement will be implemented.  He noted that a study of the environmental and economic benefits, 
in addition to a network capacity study, of LCV operations in Ontario will be launched early in 2015 
and that it is expected to inform the long term outlook for the program in Ontario. 
 
He reported on the extended 60 foot semi-trailer (Supercube) trial, noting that conditions of the trial 
had been amended and the trial period extended in order to increase the number of kilometres 
travelled by the new configuration.  He explained that the additional data is necessary ensure the 
validity of the study of the impacts of the trial.  He noted that, to date, no incidents have occurred and 
no complaints have been registered by the public or otherwise.  
 
Manitoba 
Ms. McKee reported that: 
- Canada’s Premiers are undertaking a comprehensive renewal of the Agreement on Internal Trade. 

Manitoba’s Premier will be the lead on initiatives to enhance harmonization of trucking 
regulations. 

- Summer flooding in the province has had a significant impact on roads and bridges, particularly 
in the south west corner.  Restoration is underway but will take quite some time. 

- Legislation has passed giving the Minister ability to increase weight limits on highways, while 
regulatory amendments are being made. 

- Amendments to the Vehicle Weights and Dimensions on Classes of Highways Regulation were 
enacted in early summer 2014, incorporating new vehicle configurations such as the tandem steer 
tandem straight trucks and tridem drive vehicles. 

- The Province’s spring weight restriction and winter premium weight programs have been 
reviewed and are now based on science rather than fixed calendar dates. 

- Work is underway to amend regulations to address longer boat tails and increased length limits 
for B trains; Manitoba is planning on issuing permits in the interim. 
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- Manitoba continues to progress on the planned 2016 implementation of a new permitting and 
routing system, which includes updating weights and dimensions policies and regulations.   

 
Alberta 
Ms. Durdle highlighted: 
- The multi-jurisdictional Transportation Routing and Vehicle Information System (TRAVIS MJ) 

was launched in April 2014. 
- Work among the New West Partners (Alberta, British Columbia and Saskatchewan) and 

Manitoba continues on the LCV harmonization program. An MOU has been achieved with 
respect to operation of Rocky Mountain doubles. 

- Tridem drive tractor semi-trailers can be operated under permit; an update to the Province’s 
weights and dimensions regulations is expected later this year. 

- A permit is being finalized to address hitch offsets for permanently mounted equipment. 
- Weight limits for wide-base single tires continue to be reviewed in the Province. 

 
Ms. Durdle also noted that the western jurisdictions and the Alberta Motor Transport Association are 
considering a training and certification program for escort vehicle operators.  Mr. Delaney (Petroleum 
Services Association of Canada) asked for more information and Ms. Durdle explained that 
information is being gathered about what programs are available.  She said that those involved in 
developing a new program are fully aware of training available from Enform. She indicated that there 
is no discussion at this time of making any program mandatory. 

 
Saskatchewan 
Mr. Cipywnyk reported that another expansion of Saskatchewan’s high load corridor will open in the 
spring 2015.  He explained that this phase of expansion had been funded by SaskPower, which has 
found the corridor enables savings for its crews.  
 
Mr. Cipywnyk referenced ongoing work to integrate mapping into the Province’s permitting system.  
He said the target launch date is December 2015. 
 
He highlighted the ongoing work of the New West Partners and observed that many permit conditions 
have been harmonized which should be a benefit to industry.  Mr. Cipywnyk noted the achievement 
of the MOU on Rocky Mountain doubles and added that development of an implementation strategy 
is underway. 
 
Mr. Cipywnyk said that a regulatory amendment in Saskatchewan is expected in July 2015. 
 
In response to a question, Mr. Cipywnyk indicated that an implementation strategy to accommodate 
longer boat tails has not yet been determined by the western provinces.   

 
New Brunswick 
Mr. White reported that the Province is currently issuing permits for 27.5 m B trains and tridem drive 
tractor-semitrailer configurations until such time as a regulatory amendment is made.  He noted that 
no permit is required for vehicles using 1.52 m boat tails; that MOU amendment is effective 
immediately in the Province. 
 
Mr. White said that the infrastructure deficit is a concern in New Brunswick and that asset 
management is a priority.  He said that the Province is looking at its heavy haul routes and will 
consider allowing higher weights to be carried on specific roads in return for private industry working 
to reduce reliance on the network by constructing private facilities.  
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He also reported that work continues on: 
- Weights that can be carried on vehicles equipped with wide base single tires, 
- The spring weight restriction and winter premium weight program, and 
- LCV operations and the Atlantic MOU. 

 
Québec: 
Mr. Janelle presented an overview of developments in Quebec, noting: 
- There will be no extension beyond December 31, 2014 of the transitional measure that requires 

lift axles to be replaced by self-steering axles in a quad axle group, except for tank-semitrailers 
where the deadline is December 31 2019. 

- The special permit for the wheelbase of a tractor (6.2 to 7.2 m) in configuration with a tractor-
semitrailer has been modified to allow a wheelbase of a longer tractor (6.2 to 6.8 m WB) in B 
train configuration at 25 m overall length. 

- Winter LCV operations are being planned for 2014-15. 
 

In response to a question, Mr. Janelle noted that a regulatory amendment would be required to 
address longer boat tails and such an amendment would likely be undertaken next year.  He added 
that there will be no more special permits issued.  

 
Transport Canada 
Mr. Rastogi provided information about initiatives under the Beyond the Border Action Plan, noting 
that: 
- Work is in progress with respect to investments announced under the first Border Infrastructure 

Investment Plan (BIIP) (spring of 2013) at the four border crossings, 
- The second BIIP is currently in the development and approvals processes, 
- Border wait time measurement technology has been deployed at seven out of the planned twenty 

border crossings; work is progressing to deploy similar technologies  at other crossings , and 
- Earlier this year one-year cargo pre-inspection pilot project was launched at the Peace Bridge and 

data is being collected to monitor the impacts of pre-inspection on border crossing efficiency and 
reducing wait times. 

 
With respect to Transport Canada’s motor carrier safety work, Mr. Rastogi reported that the 
department is: 
- Working with stakeholders to acquire data to undertake cost/benefit analyses of electronic 

logging devices; draft legislation on this has been published in the US, and  
- Working with stakeholders and monitoring US action with respect to electronic stability control; 

assessing the costs and benefits of such measures if they were to be implemented in Canada and 
in alignment with the US.  

 
4. Regulatory Cooperation Council Update 

Mr. Leclerc (Transport Canada) provided a presentation (Attachment 3) about the Canada-US 
Regulatory Cooperation Council (RCC), which aims to better align regulatory approaches to protect 
health, safety and the environment while supporting growth, investment, innovation and market 
openness.  He described three components of future work, including: 
- Department-to-department commitments and work plans, 
- Department-level regulatory partnerships, and 
- Exploring cross-cutting issues. 
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Following the presentation, Mr. Neuheimer (Forest Products Association of Canada) remarked on the 
importance of harmonization on both sides of the border and encouraged the RCC to continue its 
work. 
 
Mr. Robert (Robert Transport) also commended the efforts to seek harmonization; however, he 
expressed frustration with requirements to comply with EPA standards that apply to diesel engines in 
the US.  He noted that vehicles that run largely on liquid natural gas, and that achieve considerable 
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, must still comply with US diesel engine regulations.  He 
suggested that an option could be to identify vehicles that are not eligible to operate in the US and 
then exempt them from US EPA standards.   
 
Mr. Leclerc thanked the speakers for their comments and said he would convey them to his 
colleagues in the federal government. 
 

5. Technical Issues and Presentations 

a) New Generation Wide Base Single Tires on Canadian Highways – Theoretical Perception and 
Practical Observations 

Mr. Adhikari (Michelin North America) provided a presentation (Attachment 4) about wide base 
single tires.  He reviewed the impact of tire type and usage condition on the tire’s footprint and 
discussed the dependence of pavement impacts on uptake rates, truck weights and loading 
distribution.  He presented data about the distribution of truck traffic in various Canadian regions. 
 
Mr. Ferguson (Michelin North America Canada) presented information about cost-benefit analyses of 
wide base single tires.  He suggested that research conducted to date has several limitations and 
overestimates the real-world impacts of wide base single tires on Canadian roads.  He concluded by 
saying that Canadian fleets need the flexibility to run on new generation wide base single tires with 
the same weight as vehicles fitted with dual tires.  
 
In discussion following the presentation, Mr. White inquired about accounting for different pavement 
strengths when estimating pavement damage that may result from wide base single tire use. Mr. 
Adhikari acknowledged the complexity of modelling given the variety of factors involved and offered 
to follow up with Mr. White with more information after the meeting.    
 
Mr. Laskowski (Canadian Trucking Alliance) asked jurisdictions for clarification of the impediments 
which exist to allowing equivalent weights to be carried on axles fitted with wide base single tires as 
dual tires. He encouraged parity to be an objective for all jurisdictions.       

 

b) Liftable Pusher 6x2 Drive Suspension 

Mr. McCleave (Hendrickson) provided a presentation (Attachment 5) about Hendrickson’s 6x2 
forward liftable tandem axle.  He described the technology and associated fuel economy, mobility and 
traction improvements and he highlighted anticipated future developments. 

 
c) Volvo 6x2 Suspension 

Mr. Lafon (Volvo Group North America) provided a presentation (Attachment 6) about Volvo/Mack 
technology 6x2 tractors.  He observed that 6x2 configurations are becoming popular as a result of 
weight and fuel savings, reduced maintenance costs, technological advancements and the resolution 
of traction issues. He drew attention to a video, available at http://truckingefficiency.org/chassis/6x2-
axles, about the technology.  
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d) Advanced 6x2 Suspensions 

Mr. Pearson conveyed the regrets of Brad Hicks (Meritor, Inc.) who was unable to attend the meeting 
to address this item.  

 
e) Summary of Results from Recent Studies on HDV boat-tails, including potential for snow and 

ice accumulation and wake turbulence 

Mr. Belzile (Transport Canada) provided a presentation (Attachment 7) about recent studies 
conducted by Transport Canada and the National Research Council of the implications of changes to 
the aerodynamic wake characteristics for boat tail-equipped heavy duty vehicles.  He described the 
first phase of the study which investigated, through wind tunnel and simulation testing, the effect of 
turbulent wake characteristics on pursuing passenger vehicles.  He also described the second phase of 
the study which investigated snow accumulation through simulation testing.  
 

f) ATDynamics 

With the concurrence of attendees, Mr. Pearson added an item about boat tails to the agenda. 
 
Mr. Grossman (ATDynamics) provided an update (Attachment 8) on ATDynamics’ trailer tail 
technology.  He summarized market adoption, the 3 ft long, three-sided Trident model, and the 
optional auto-deploy system. 
 
In response to a question, Mr. Grossman noted that ATDynamics does not manufacture a 5ft long 
boat tail; he said that half its sales are of the 3ft long models and half are of the 4 ft long models. 

 
g) Process for Evaluating VWD Proposals in Quebec 

Mr. Janelle reported on a new process being adopted to evaluate proposals for changes to vehicle 
weights and dimensions policy in Quebec.  He provided background about the regulatory context in 
the province, identified analyses and reports that are required to support a regulatory change and 
explained the forms, Internet site, register of applications and the decision process that have been 
developed in Quebec.  He noted that issuing a special permit before a change is made to the 
regulation is no longer an option and that the target timeframe to change the regulation will be within 
two years.  

 
h) Canadian Natural Gas Vehicle Alliance 

Mr. Ker (Cummins Westport) provided a presentation (Attachment 9) about natural gas as a vehicle 
fuel, noting renewed interest is being driven by lower emissions and fuel cost savings compared to 
diesel fuel and ongoing technology improvements that are being made. He suggested that a weight 
allowance of 1,000 kg would offset the additional weight required for natural gas vehicles in most 
configurations and would remove the barrier to natural gas use for some fleets.  

 
i) ecoTECHNOLOGY for Vehicles: Program Update 

Ms. Belluz (Transport Canada) provided an update (Attachment 10) about Transport Canada’s 
ecoTECHNOLOGY for Vehicles program. She noted testing and evaluation projects that are 
underway about electric vehicles, renewable fuels and light-duty power-train aerodynamics and 
emissions.  She provided details about projects relating to heavy-duty power-train aerodynamics and 
emissions and connected vehicles.   

 
j) Heavy Duty Vehicle Greenhouse Gas Emissions Regulations Updates 

Ms. Deschatelets (Environment Canada) provided a update (Attachment 11) about Heavy Duty 
Vehicles and Engine Greenhouse Gas Emissions Regulations.  She noted that the current regulations 
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have been aligned with US EPA standards and apply to manufacturers and importers in Canada of 
new on-road heavy duty vehicles or engines of 2014 and later model years. Ms. Deschatelets also 
reported that a second phase of regulations is planned and a consultation process has been initiated to 
discuss proposed regulations with stakeholders.   
 
Mr. Robert suggested it would be helpful to have information about the difference in emissions 
resulting from trucks certified in accordance with US EPA standards and trucks certified in 
accordance with European environmental standards.  He remarked that guidance form the federal 
government in this matter would be appreciated. 

 
k) Truck Size and Weight Developments in the United States 

Mr. Loy (US Department of Transportation Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration) provided a 
report about size and weight regulations and initiatives in the US.   
 
He noted that the MAP-21 (Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century) legislation calls for a 
comprehensive truck size and weight limits study  to assess differences in safety risks, infrastructure 
impacts, and the effect on levels of enforcement between trucks operating at or within federal truck 
size and weight limits and trucks legally operating in excess of federal limits.  He noted that the final 
report of the study is currently under review. 
 
Mr. Loy also drew attention to work on vehicle inspections and high out-of-service rates for axle 
weight, gross vehicle weight or brake violations.  With respect to brake violations, he noted that 
stopping distance studies suggest that consideration should be given to reducing the allowable number 
of brakes that are not functioning.  He offered to share data from the study and said that the objective 
is to assemble a body of knowledge in order to lay the groundwork for better inspection criteria. 

 
It was noted that Canadian trucks are allowed to carry heavier loads on more axles and a question was 
raised about Canadian experience with out-of-service brake violations.  Mr. Woodrooffe (University 
of Michigan Transportation Research Institute) observed that additional axles also mean more braking 
potential.  Mr. McAlister (ORCA Road Safety Consultants) added that studies have found inspections 
in Canada result in 18 or 19% out-of-service rates, of which approximately 50% are brake-related. 
Mr. MacEwen suggested that most brake violations should have been recognized by drivers based on 
their own vehicle inspections. 

 
h) International Vehicle Weight and Dimension Developments 

Mr. Billing (Consultant) provided a presentation (Attachment 12) about developments in New 
Zealand, Australia, South Africa, Europe, South America and China, following the 2013 conference 
on Heavy Vehicle Transport Technology.  He observed that the process started by Canada in the mid-
1980s has been endorsed around the world and implemented in various ways. 

 

6. Long Combination Vehicle Operations – Provincial and Territorial Updates 

a) Western Regional Agreement on Rocky Mountain Double Configurations 

Mr. Pearson provided an overview (Attachment 13) about the harmonization of special permit 
conditions for LCVs in western Canada.  He noted that an agreement on turnpike doubles had been 
reached in December 2012 and that the agreement on Rocky Mountain doubles had been signed in 
November 2014.  He said that a condition of the agreement was ongoing collaboration and the 
establishment of a coordination committee with representatives from each transportation department 
and trucking association.  He explained the committee’s role will be to monitor the effectiveness of 
the agreement and to recommend changes or research as needed. 
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7. Pilot Car/Escort Vehicle Sector Update 

Ms. Murray (Sparrow Piloting Service) provided a presentation (Attachment 14) about training for 
pilot car drivers. She suggested that a basic mandatory training course should be established in 
Canada. 
 
Participants remarked on the importance of training for pilot car drivers but noted it could be 
challenging to determine minimum standards applicable for a national program.   It was suggested 
that the need for pilot cars and associated training is being addressed regionally and within industries.  
Mr. Delaney reported that the oil and gas industry has developed a training program; he indicated 
they would not be opposed to a national program but should the industry’s program exceed the 
national standard they would expect their training program to suffice. 

8. Vehicle Weights and Dimensions – Regulatory Harmonization Needs and Priorities in Canada 

Mr. Pearson informed participants that an annual report is submitted to the Council of Deputy 
Ministers on vehicle weights and dimensions harmonization issues.  He invited participants to contact 
him if there are priorities they feel should be addressed to facilitate interprovincial movement of truck 
traffic. 
 
Mr. Pearson also noted that the Agreement on Internal Trade is being discussed by the Council of the 
Federation.  He remarked that, as has happened in the past, vehicle weights and dimensions issues 
may be identified as requiring action. 

9. Other Business 

No other business was raised. 

10. Adjournment  

It was noted that the next meeting would be convened in the fall of 2015, with dates and location to 
be confirmed.    Ms. Murray asked that consideration be given to convening the meeting in Winnipeg, 
which would enable her to make a particular presentation she would like to deliver.   
 
In closing, Mr. Pearson acknowledged the time and effort contributed by presenters and thanked all 
participants for their contributions to a productive meeting.  
 
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned. 

 
Prepared by:  Sarah Wells 
Date:    December 4, 2014 
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North American Context (1)


• Natural gas has been used as a vehicle fuel in 
North America for more than 30 years


• In North America today:


 Estimated 155,000 vehicles & 1,515 stations 


 < 1% of onroad vehicles are natural gas


 Natural gas = 1% of energy used in transportation


• For use as a vehicle fuel, natural gas must be:


 Compressed to 3,600 psi  =  CNG


 Liquefied at ‐162 Celsius =  LNG
3


North American Context (2)


• Renewed natural gas vehicle interest driven by:


 Supply outlook  > 100 years at current demand


 Lower emission fuel 


 Simpler technology with no DPF or SCR system 
required


 Fuel cost savings compared to diesel
 Ability to operate on renewable natural gas from 


waste sources for near zero emissions


 > 50 models of factory‐built trucks, buses
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FACTORY BUILT ENGINES  


2016


6.7 Litre 


Spark Ignited 
SEGR


Three Way Catalyst


8.9 Litre 


Spark Ignited
SEGR


Three Way Catalyst


11.9 Litre 


Spark Ignited
SEGR


Three Way Catalyst
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OEM Freightliner Peterbilt Kenworth Volvo Navistar


Model M2 – 112


SD - 114


320


384


365


T800SH


W900S


T440


T470


VNM TranStar


Engine ISLG 320


ISL G 300


ISL G 320 ISLG 320 ISL G 320 ISL G 320


Application 6x4 Tractor 


4x2 Tractor


4x2 Truck


6x2 Truck


Vocational


Tractor


Vocational


Mixer


Tractor


Vocational


Mixer


Tractor Tractor
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9 Liter Engine Availability
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OEM


Freightliner Peterbilt Kenworth Volvo Mack Autocar


Model Cascadia


Day Cab, 
Sleeper * 


320


384


365


579 *


567*


W900S


T660


T800 SH


T680 *


VNL Pinnacle Xpeditor


Engine ISX12 G ISX12 G ISX12 G ISX12 G ISX12 G ISX12 G


Application Tractor Refuse


Tractor


Vocational


Tractor


Vocational


Tractor Tractor


Vocational


Refuse


12 liter Engine Availability 


* New chassis for 2014


Energy Density Challenge
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Diesel 
Fuel


Liquefied 
Natural Gas


(LNG)
1.7 x volume


Compressed 
Natural Gas


(CNG)
> 3.8 x volume
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LNG Highway Tractors in Canada
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Robert Transport
LNG Highway Tractor


Boucherville, QC


• Total of 280 LNG highway tractors 
including:


 Robert Transport – 120 LNG 
tractors Montreal to Mississauga


 Vedder Transport – 50 LNG 
tractors in Abbotsford, BC


 Ferus – 21 LNG tractors in 
Grande Prairie, AB


 Bison Transport – 15 LNG 
tractors in Calgary, AB


 Loblaw – 5 LNG tractors in 
Mississauga, ON
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2 X 70 DGE Frame 
Mounted System: 2,200 lbs 


Full


LNG Fuel System ~ 140 DGE System


~700lbs  incremental  weight  difference when factoring diesel deletes
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LNG Highway Tractors in Canada
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Minimax LNG Tractor
Cornwall, Ont.


 Two saddle tanks for 
120 DGE (450L) 
system; 


 90” frame rail needed
195” WB


 Quebec City to 
Cornwall 


CNG Highway Tractors in Canada
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ColdStar Solutions
CNG Highway Tractors


Langford, BC


 Vancouver Island-based


 10 Mack CNG tandem axle 
tractors out of fleet of 45


 Twin, 45 DGE tanks; 191” 
WB; 250 km return daily


 80,000 lbs GVWR


 ~ 1,000 lbs (450kg) more 
than comparable diesel 
truck


 335 diesel litre equivalent
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Ongoing Technology Improvements
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160 DGE (up from 155 DGE) and          
weighs 500 lbs. less than the previous 
model  (3,000 lbs full/ 1,400 kg)


 four cylinders (Type 4) for a total 
weight of  3,000 pounds and requiring  
31 1/4” of frame rail 


Carbon-fibre tanks 70% lighter than 
steel


 stand-alone system or packaged with 
up to 126 DGE side-mounted systems 
for a total of 286 DGE


 3,000 lbs  (BTC)+ 2,000 lbs (frame 
rail) = 5,000 lbs  CNG system


This image cannot currently be displayed.


Weight Allowance Considerations


14


 Weight allowance increase 
to 1,000 kg would cover 
most configurations


 Removes barrier for 
natural gas use for certain 
types of fleets


 British Columbia allowance 
of 1,500 kg on heavy haul 
routes


Saddle Creek CNG Highway Tractor
(155 DGE BTC)


Florida
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US Weight Allowance Considerations


The Natural Gas Long 
Haul Truck 
Competitiveness Act


Bypartisan bill introduced 
in late July, would let the 
Department of 
Transportation permit natural 
gas trucks to exceed the 
80,000-pound Interstate limit 
by the additional weight of 
their tank and fueling 
system.


Thanks & Contact Information


Charlie Ker


Cummins Westport


Charles.Ker@cummins.com


www.cumminswestport.com


Alicia Milner


Canadian Natural Gas Vehicle Alliance


Alicia.Milner@cngva.org
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November 26, 2014


Transport Canada’s
ecoTECHNOLOGY for Vehicles (eTV) Program 


Task Force on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Policy
Government – Industry Meeting


RDIMS # 10143912







PURPOSE


The objective of this presentation is to provide a program update on 
some of eTV’s current heavy-duty vehicle (HDV) testing and evaluation 
activities, which include potential weights and dimensions implications:


• HDV drag reduction technology


• Use of LiDAR to enhance reliability of HDV aerodynamic drag 
assessments


• Dimethyl Ether (DME) literature review


• Cooperative truck platooning systems: Phase I – technology scan
• Connected Vehicles - RCC







About Transport Canada’s eTV Program 


• Part of Canada’s $870M Clean Air Agenda announced in 2011, the ecoTECHNOLOGY for 
Vehicles (eTV) Program is a $37.9M Government of Canada program that tests and 
evaluates the safety and environmental performance of advanced light-duty vehicle (LDV) 
and heavy-duty vehicle (HDV) technologies.


• Focus of the program is on near-term commercial technologies that are anticipated to 
enter the Canadian market over the next 10-15 years. 


• Transport Canada (TC)’s eTV program coordinates testing priorities and shares
results with key Canadian federal departments (i.e. Environment Canada [EC], Natural 
Resources Canada), Provinces (i.e. Federal/Provincial working groups) and through 
participation/support of international fora (i.e. Global Technical Regulations (WP.29), 
Regulatory Cooperation Council, etc.).


• Program results are being used by Canada to help:


• inform the development of future vehicle environmental regulations; 
• guide the proactive development of new or revised safety regulations, standards, codes 


and guidelines; and,
• support the development of non-regulatory industry codes and standards that anchor 


the market and industry efforts to integrate new vehicle technologies.







The Federal Interdepartmental Steering Committee has endorsed the program’s Multi-Year Testing & 
Evaluation Work-Plan, which includes testing activities organized into seven high-level technology 
priorities:


1. Electric Vehicles (EVs), including battery electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles;


2. Renewable Fuel Technologies, including biodiesel and various ethanol blends;


3. Natural Gas Technologies, including compressed natural gas (CNG) and liquefied natural 
gas (LNG);


4. HDV Power-train, Emissions and Aerodynamic Improvements;


5. Hydrogen & Fuel Cell Technologies; 


6. Light-duty Vehicle (LDV) Power-train, Emissions and Aerodynamic Improvements; and


7. Connected Vehicle Systems. 


About Transport Canada’s eTV Program







eTV Multi-Year Testing & Evaluation: Active Projects (2014-2015)


The program currently has the following testing & evaluation projects underway:


Light-duty power-train, aero, emissions:
8.Light-duty truck mass reduction study 
9.Vehicle data modelling
10.Low rolling resistance tires
11.Alternative fuel cross-comparison
12.Field operational trial of fuel consumption 
displays
13.LDV drag reduction technology – Phase II


Connected Vehicles:
14.Cooperative truck platooning systems:  
Phase I – technology scan
15.Cyber-security of telematic systems


Electric Vehicle: 
1. Electric vehicle crashworthiness
2. Battery pack destruction and abuse testing


Renewable Fuel:
3.  Gasoline direct injection engines & particulate filters
4. Renewable diesel


Heavy-duty power-train, aero, emissions:
5.HDV drag reduction technology
6.Use of LiDAR to enhance reliability of HDV 
aerodynamic drag assessments
7.DME literature review







• Year one of the project developed a Flow-Treatment-System to better simulate real-
world turbulent wind conditions in a wind tunnel, in addition to a ground treatment 
system that simulates wheel movement/turbulence.


• In year two of the project, a scale model of a tractor-trailer was developed in 
collaboration with a major OEM for various configurations (i.e., short and full-length 
trailer, day and long-haul tractor) and a list of drag reduction technologies to 
model/evaluate was selected/finalized by the project’s steering committee.


• Year three of the program is focusing on testing different configurations of HDV 
aerodynamic technologies, and sharing data with EC/EPA and Provincial/Territorial 
regulators.  


• The 30% scale model fabrication and mounting system is complete and will 
undergo testing in the 9-metre wind tunnel in November 2014.


Project: Drag reduction evaluation of HDV aerodynamic            
technologies


Status: Year (3) of (3) in progress


• Project aims to significantly enhance the fidelity and quality of 
HDV aerodynamic drag assessments – to reduce key gaps in real 
world vs. laboratory performance, with a focus on Canadian 
conditions, vehicle weights & dimensions, etc. 







• Project aims to significantly increase the ability to test & measure the 
drag performance of HDVs on test-tracks using LiDAR.


• Results could help support the development of alternative/new HDV 
coast-down test procedures for vehicle manufacturers. 


• Over the past year, the NRC has been working with the National Optics 
Institute to develop a prototype instrument. 


• Validation of Prototype #1 was a success based on a status report 
submitted in July 2014.  Currently developing and testing prototype #2.
System will be validated in the NRC 9-metre wind tunnel in January 
2015.


• Final (4th) year will involve in situ testing of a fully instrumented HDV on 
test track. 


Long-range LiDAR Head - NOI


Wind Tube Generator used to 
validate LiDAR prototype


Project: Use of LiDAR to enhance reliability of HDV vehicle 
aerodynamic drag assessments


Status: Year (3) of (4) in progress







Project: Investigating DME (Dimethyl Ether) as an 
Alternative Fuel


Status: Month (1) of (5) in progress


• Literature review currently underway with the NRC 
considering several features of DME such as chemical 
composition, production, supply chain, storage, engines 
characteristics, maintenance issues, emission details, safety 
performance, etc.


• Purpose is to inform vehicle safety and environmental 
stakeholders about key issues that may need to be 
addressed, should the technology be commercialized in 
Canada in large numbers.


• EC, TC Motor Vehicle Safety, NRCan, HC, IC and 
Provincial/Territorial Weights and Dimensions officials on the 
steering committee for the project.


• Kick-off meeting for discussions on DME fuel study was 
August 28, 2014. Project is expected to be completed by 
January 2015.







Project : Review of HDV Cooperative Truck Platooning Systems


Status: Completed
• To better understand connected vehicle technology (cooperative platooning), 


including the potential operational and safety considerations, in addition to 
environmental and efficiency considerations, TC asked NRC to prepare a 
literature review of available data and existing projects.


• Results were distributed to the  eTV Provincial/Territorial Weights and 
Dimensions Technical Expert Working Group for feedback.


• The final report was circulated to stakeholders September 2014, and identifies 
potential testing approaches to evaluate the safety, environmental, and 
efficiency performance of CTPS in Canada. 


• Key issues identified in the report include (e.g.):
• Unique Canadian weight & dimension restrictions;
• Knowledge gaps in Canadian winter conditions;
• Pros/Cons vs. Long Combination Vehicles;
• Technical considerations, i.e. equipment, frequencies;
• Interactions with existing traffic;
• Aerodynamic performance.


• Potential follow-up testing may be discussed in coming months, depending on 
status of commercialization efforts.


European Cooperative HDV 
Platooning Pilot







“Transport Canada and the U.S. DOT have committed to coordinating and collaborating on Vehicle to 
Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) communications technology and applications 
development and implementation for light- and heavy-duty vehicles, including architecture and 
standards to support interoperable deployment. This includes, where appropriate, joint planning and 
priority-setting, collaborative research projects, information exchanges to support analyses as well as 
architecture and standards development.” (RCC WORKPLAN)


Coordinated ITS research will:


• Preclude the development and adoption of redundant standards


• Provide significant cost savings


• Support and accelerate the deployment and adoption of connected vehicle systems


A key objective under the Regulatory Cooperation Council (RCC) efforts 
is to help ensure the interoperability of connected vehicles between 


Canada and the United States (U.S.) moving forward.


Connected Vehicles


Canada-U.S. Regulatory Cooperation Work-plan







THANK YOU


Leanna Belluz
Senior Engineer, ecoTECHNOLOGY for Vehicles Program


Transport Canada, Place de Ville, Tower C, 
Ottawa, Ont. K1A 0N5 


Tel: (613) 991-6443 | Fax: (613) 949-3874
leanna.belluz@tc.gc.ca








TRAINING
Yes?  No? Maybe?


Presented to:
Federal Task Force on Weights & Dimensions
November 26, 2014
Montreal, Quebec


TODAY: 
EVERYONE HERE IS GOING TO BE A PILOT OPERATOR. 


You are working for a small to medium size transport 


company that usually just hauls varied freight.  They have 


hauled the odd oversize load, but nothing needing pilot 


vehicles.  Today a customer has asked your company to 
haul 


a much larger load. 







Your company knows they need a permit; but when they 


call in they find that they also need a pilot vehicle.  


Your company phones around to get prices and 
availability 


of a pilot vehicle.  All are busy, and your company has not 


bid the price with the extra cost of a pilot vehicle built in.


So, you are pulled from where you are working and told 


that they need you to go escort the company driver. You 


ask what it involves and they say all you need to do is just 


turn on all the lights and drive.  “There is nothing to it, 


anybody can get behind the wheel and do the job.”







All too often at the present time the previous 


scenario repeats itself. Companies pull people 


out of the shop, yard or office and say today you 


are going to escort a large load.  They are given 


no information or training about what to do.


That includes no information on what to watch for 


or tell a driver.  No information on how to operate 


the radio. No information on how to help a load move 


around obstructions. No information about any


regulations pertaining to what they are about to do.







The following video has some of the types of things you may encounter on your trip.


After watching the clip; do you have any questions 


or thoughts on what you might have had to do,  


if anything, when traveling with the large load?


Did you notice any possible hazards?







So Now That You Are “Pilot Operators” –
We Will Enter My World


LET THE GAMES BEGIN!







Before  A Prospective Employee Starts:


1. I ask if they have any knowledge of piloting oversize loads


2. I ask for a driver’s abstract and driver’s license


3. I explain to them that this job is part‐time, on call


4. I tell them I cannot guarantee them a set number of hours







5. I explain what a pilot operator does


6. If I think the person may be able to do the job, I ask them 
to ride along with me on a short unpaid run


7. After this run, if they are still interested, comes the training
of what I require my employees to do


ON THE JOB TRAINING:


The first thing we go through is a check of equipment carried 
in the vehicle


Second is the operation of pilot sign, lights and radio


Then we go to my every day pre‐trip circle check requirements
‐this includes oil & fluid level checks of vehicle
‐checking to see that signal lights, headlights, tail lights,
hazard lights and lights on pilot sign are all working
‐checking to make sure no tires are low
‐making sure fuel tank is full – VERY IMPORTANT







Next we go on to the paperwork portion:


1.We go over my written Company Policy 
2.I explain the various types of paperwork my drivers are


required to fill out
3.We go over how to use fuel cards 
4.I stress that if there is a problem, or perceived problem


with the vehicle they are driving; to get in touch 
with me immediately 


5.The other item I stress is that if there seems to be a
question regarding permits, or the possible lack of a
permit – they are to contact me right away


Number one piece of 
paperwork to be filled 
out.  Without this they
do not get paid.







Number two piece of paperwork to be filled out. 
Without this the trip will not get billed and company
will not get paid for work done.


New paperwork that we
are considering adding
to help keep track of any
problem areas for future
discussion 







Paperwork we occasionally get
from companies we are doing
the work for.


Part of “Best Practices” for a
Pilot Operator – Review Permits







After dealing with the paperwork; then we get back to the
actual operation of a pilot vehicle going with a load.


1.   Put your reflective vest on
2. Set up the sign
3. Start the truck
4. Turn on headlights on low beam
5. Turn on lights on pilot sign, normally outboard flashing
6. Turn on radio and do a sound check with load driver
7. Do tailgate meeting with others involved in the move to


find out routing, where each pilot will be (when more
than one on load), check for possible load trouble spots,
review permit requirements


Now that we have determined where you will be 
in regards to the load and other pilots, the load can 
get under way.


Now the most extensive part of your training is 
about to begin.


You will find I demand a lot as well as expect a lot 
from my employees.







Phase 1 – The Trail Pilot


Phase 2 – The Lead Pilot







More Things You May Encounter During Your Training:


This is just a “taste” of what I train my employees to do. 


I do not allow them to go on their own with a customer until 


they have worked with me for at least four weeks.


I will also be requiring all future employees to take a


“Pilot Escort Vehicle Operator” Certification Course.







This is the course outline of 
what is currently taught in the
Washington Course. The course,
with Canadian content (mostly
Western Canada at the present
time) is taught by an instructor
out of Regina.


Example of Pilots Doing A Proper Job:












Harmonization of
Special Permit Conditions for Long 


Combination Vehicles
in Western Canada


November 2014







Long Combination Vehicles


 LCV’s have operated in 
Prairie provinces for many 
years


 Completion of multi-lane 
highway routings from 
Manitoba to Alberta spurred 
efforts to harmonize special 
permits, weights and 
dimensions


 Collaboration between 
governments and industry 
from BC, AB, SK & MB   


Turnpike Double


Rocky Mountain  Double







Agreement on Turnpike Doubles – December 2012


For operation on multi-lane highways


Overall Length Max 41 metres (134.5 ft)
Gross Vehicle Weight (A,B and C Train) Max 63,500 kg (140,000 lb)


Agreement Includes:
• Driver Qualifications and Training
• Operational Restrictions
• Equipment Specifications and Requirements   


Typically two 53 ft
semitrailers 







Agreement on Rocky Mountain Doubles – November 2014


For operation on multi-lane and selected 2 Lane highways


Overall Length Max 31 m on designated 2 Lane highways (102 ft)
Max 41 m on multi-lane highways (134.5 ft)


Gross Vehicle Weight A Train – max 53,500 kg (118,000 lb)
B Train – Max 63,500 kg (140,000 lb)
C Train – Max 60,500 kg (133,000 lb)


Agreement Includes:
• Driver Qualifications and Training
• Operational Restrictions
• Equipment Specifications and Requirements   


Typically one 53 ft and 
one 27 ft semitrailer 







Ongoing Collaboration


 LCV Policy Coordination Committee
 Regional committee with representatives from each  


transportation department and each trucking 
association  


 Role in monitoring effectiveness of agreement and 
recommending changes or research if needed 








Task Force on Vehicle Weights and 
Dimensions Policy  


November 2014







Vehicle Weights and Dimensions 


 Task Force on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Policy
 National focus for coordination and harmonization of 


provincial and territorial regulations, policies and 
practices


 Representatives from each of the federal, provincial 
and territorial transportation departments 


 Report to the Council of Deputy Ministers Responsible 
for Transportation and Highway Safety 


 Advance recommendations on:
 Regulatory harmonization priorities 
 Amendments to the standards contained in the National MOU 


on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions 











Highway Transportation in Canada


 Federal government has responsibility for 
 safety standards for the manufacturing of new vehicles,
 transportation of dangerous goods, 
 international border crossings, 
 air quality, including standards for engine emissions and fuel  


 Highways fall primarily under provincial and territorial jurisdiction:
 Provinces and territories have primary responsibility for 


construction, maintenance and regulation of highways
 Legislation, policies and regulations for: 


 The safe operation of the public highway network,  
 Protection and management of the use of highway infrastructure







MOU – National Standards for Vehicle Weights and 
Dimensions  


1988 – First Established
 Included Tractor Semitrailer, and A, B and C Train Doubles 


Amendments and Expansions – Eight to Date
 1991, 1994, 1997, 2004, 2008, 2009, 2011 & 2014


Implications of National Standards in MOU
 Hold no legal status


 Regulations of provinces and territories apply
 Amendments to MOU have no immediate effect; implementation 


may require time for regulatory or policy changes to be made in 
each province and territory 


 Commitment by jurisdictions to ensure that vehicles which comply 
with the national standards will be allowed to travel on designated 
highway network 







Vehicle Weights and Dimensions 


 Annual meetings to exchange information, 
review emerging issues, identify harmonization 
concerns and priorities 


 Last meeting held in Montreal in November 2013 
 Information: www.comt.ca


 Standards and regulations 
 Government contacts 
 Meetings and minutes 
 Research reports and reference materials







MOU Amendments October 2014 


 Three amendments approved by the Council of Ministers 
Responsible for Transportation and Highway Safety On 
October 1, 2014


 Each of the amendments originated from proposals 
presented at annual meetings of the Task Force


 Consensus is required from all jurisdictions for an 
amendment to be advanced for approval by Ministers 







Amendments to MOU – October 2014


 Addition of Tridem Drive Tractor – Semitrailer 
Configuration as new category 


Overall Length – Maximum 23.5 m
Maximum GVW – 52,300 kg







Amendments to MOU – October 2014
 Increase in the Allowable Size of Aerodynamic Devices 


on Rear of Trucks and Trailers to 1.52 m (5 ft):


 Current limit is 0.9 m (2 ft) based on CTA proposal approved in 
2008







Aerodynamic Devices on Rear of Trucks and Trailers
 Flexible aerodynamic devices installed at the rear of 


trucks, trailers and semitrailers shall not be included 
in the measurement of overall length, trailer length, 
semitrailer length, box length and effective rear 
overhang, provided:
 Any portion of the deployed device more than 1.9 m 


above the ground does not protrude more than 1.52 
m beyond the rear of the vehicle, and


 Any portion of the deployed device within 1.9 m of 
the ground does not protrude beyond a transverse 
plane starting from the rear bottom edge of the rear 
impact guard or, if not so equipped, the lowest point 
at the rear of the vehicle and intersecting a point that 
is 1.74 m above the ground and 1.21 m behind the 
rear of the vehicle, and


 The devices are capable of being folded to within 
0.305 m of the rear of the vehicle.  


 “Rear of vehicle” means the “rear extremity” as 
defined in CMVSS 223 exclusive of any aerodynamic 
devices


 vehicles fitted with aerodynamic devices must also 
comply with applicable CMVSS standards and 
provincial/territorial regulations regarding lighting and 
conspicuity.







Amendments to MOU – October 2014
 Increase in the Overall Length Limit for B Trains from 25 m to 27.5 m


 Accommodate the use of longer tractors
 Allows space for moose bumpers


Amended MOU 


Current MOU 







Outstanding Issues & Proposals


 Acceptability of 6 x 2 Tractors
 With and without load transfer technologies


 Increased weight limits for new generation wide base 
single tires 


 Weight allowances for LNG powered tractors
 Use of tractors with wheelbase up to 6.8 m in B Train 


Configuration 
 Roll coupled hitches on truck trailer combinations    







Task Force on VWD Policy 


 Forum for discussion of national regulatory 
harmonization needs and priorities for heavy vehicle 
weights and dimensions
 Responsible for the evolution of national standards in Canada 


and the changes which have been introduced since 1988
 Strong and ongoing commitment from governments,  industry 


and dedicated individuals to the mechanism and to these 
discussions


 Complex regulatory field with many governments involved -
patience is required


 Report on today’s issues and discussions will be provided 
to Council of Deputy Ministers







Environment/Fuel Efficiency - Wide Single Tire Weight Limits


Single 
Axle


Tandem 
Axle 


Tridem 
2.4 m


Tridem
3.0 m


Tridem
3.6 m


YK 7700 15400 21900 21900 21900
NT 6000 12000 18000 18000 18000
BC 7700 15400 23100 23100 23100
AB 7700 15400 19000 19000 19000
SK 7700 15400 23100 23100 23100
MB 7700 15400 18000 18000 18000
ON 9000 18000 21000 24000 27000
QC 10000 18000 21000 24000 26000
NB 7700 15400 21000 23000 23100
PE 7700 15400 21000 23000 23100
NS 7700 15400 21000 23000 23100
NL 7700 15400 21000 23000 23100
MOU 7700 15400
US 9072 15422


Single Tire Weight Limits (kg) - April 2009
Wide Base Single Tires 445 mm in width or greater 







Safety: “Moose” Bumpers 


 For vehicles designed to operate at legal length overall limits, 
adding moose bumper creates overlength problem


 Industry requested allowances for both length and weight of 
bumper 







Long Combination Vehicles


 LCV’s have operated in Prairie provinces and 
Quebec for many years


 Introduced in Ontario, New Brunswick and 
Nova Scotia, interest in BC 


 Primary interest is Turnpike Doubles (two 53 ft 
trailers)
 Suited only to multi-lane divided highways 


 Discussions of common national guidelines for 
special permits launched, but encountered 
difficulties
 Without continuous multi-lane highway across 


Canada, national guidelines not necessary
 Re-focussed efforts to pursue regional 


agreements on conditions:
 Eastern Canada
 Western Canada 


Turnpike Double


Rocky Mountain  Double







Roll Coupled Hitches 
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Agenda


 Forward Liftable Tandem 6x2


 Government Regulations


 OPTIMAAX Overview


 OPTIMAAX ECU
• Safety Interlocks


• ECU Data Logging


• Configuration Tool


 Validation Testing
• Fuel Economy


• Mobility


 Conclusion
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 Forward Liftable Tandem
• 6x2 with non-driven front axle
• Drop center axle for driveline 


clearance


 Commonly called a pusher 
axle


 Controls may be automated 
or manual


 Key differences
• Pusher (auxiliary) axles 


typically installed in addition to 
drive tandem
 Infrastructure laws vary by 


state and province


• Forward liftable tandem 
suspensions engineered to 
comply with tandem 
infrastructure laws


What is a Forward Liftable Tandem?
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Why no Liftable Tag?


 Liftable Tag Advantages
• Shorter driveline
• Lighter weight
• Lower cost


 Disadvantages
• Only safe to lift in bobtail or with light 


unloaded trailer
 5th wheel position behind driven axle 


creates oversteer
 Oversteer leads to vehicle instability, poor 


handling


• Unable to be lifted as much as liftable
forward axle due to reduced vehicle 
handling


 Forward liftable tandems provide
• More flexibility for fleets
• Increased opportunity to lift axles
• Superior vehicle handling vs. liftable tags
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Government Regulations


 48 Contiguous states – Legal operation
• Legal in all states except Utah


• Utah currently requires lift axles be steerable
 Hendrickson has proposed revised language which Utah has 


agreed to implement


• Tire Chains
 Regulations vary by state – Apply to drive tires only


 Canada – Restricted operation
• Varying Provincial 
 Ontario SPIF


 Must not exceed 1000 kg weight shift for load bias


• Canadian trucking industry interested in learning more


 Hendrickson to maintain compliance link on website
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 Based on existing Hendrickson 
technology
• Similar to HLM suspension currently in 


production as a vocational lift axle


 Compatible with existing bolt-on 
brake options


 R or P Spindles
 6” drop axle to clear driveline in lifted 


position
 350 lb savings vs. 6x4
 Load equalization with drive 


suspension at same pressure
 Torque reactivity


• Matches trailing arm air suspensions to 
ensure optimum braking performance


• Meets FMVSS 121


Hendrickson OPTIMAAX®
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 Optimize Capacity 
• Senses lighter load conditions and lifts the non-drive axle


• Senses heavier load conditions and lowers the non-drive axle


Hendrickson OPTIMAAX®
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 Fully Automated Controls
• No driver intervention
• Proprietary program logic for 


deploying lift axle
• Designed to equalize tandem 


loads with common air
• Automatic load transfer to 


driven axle during wheel slip
• Safety interlocks –


Automatically lowers axle
 Parking brake
 Ignition off
 System fault detected
 System unplugged (Service 


Mode) 


• User friendly software interface 
to allow reprogramming if 
vehicle configuration is 
modified


OPTIMAAX® ECU Overview


OPTIMAAX ECU


OPTIMAAX Manifold
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ECU Data Logging


 Stored in Internal Memory
• Total miles traveled


• Miles traveled with aux axle deployed


• Total time


• Time with aux axle deployed


• Number of deploy/retract cycles


• Number of ATC events


• Number of overload events
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Configuration Tool
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Lift Threshold Setpoint Calculator


 Used when
• Aftermarket equipment added


• 5th wheel relocated
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Tractor Fuel Economy Test


 Test Method
• TMC/SAE In-Service Fuel Consumption Test Procedure – Type II


• Test accuracy ±1%


• Kenworth 6X4 used as control


• Volvo 6X2 tractor with loaded trailer used as baseline


 Location
• Texas Proving Ground, Ft. Stockton, TX


• 7.712 mile oval track


 Test speed: 60 mph


 Test weight: 
• 32,000 lbs GVW for empty trailer tests


• 62,000 lbs GVW for loaded trailer tests


 Fuel consumption measurement
• Removable fuel cells


• Measurement: 0.005 lbs. (US)
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Normalized Fuel Economy


3%


1%
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Mobility Improvements
6x2 Tag


6x2 Forward Liftable Tandem


 Weight of lifted axle 
improves traction on 
driven axle


 Tire scrub reduced in 
low speed turns
• Also reduces drive torque 


(fuel) required to complete 
low speed maneuver


 Tractor trailing beam 
suspensions are torque 
reactive
• Tag solutions transfer load 


away from driven axle 
during reverse driving
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Improved Traction
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Flexible Tire Strategies


 Drive tires in all positions
• Rotate often


 Trailer tires on lift axle
• Lighter weight


• Lower cost


• Better fuel economy


 New drive tires on drive axle, cycle used drive tires 
on lift axle


 Duals and singles are both currently used
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Future developments


 Deeper drop axles
• Shortened tandem spacing – maximize axle up position


• Accommodate large diameter lightweight drivelines


• Eliminate occasional 3 pc driveline configuration


 Additional weight reduction


 ADB compatible


 OEM Integration


 Trailer style spindle/hub options
• Truck R spindle hub heavier to support drive torque
 Standard equipment at truck OEM


• Trailer P (parallel) spindles capable of offset wheels


• Trailer N (tapered) spindles most cost/weight efficient
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Conclusions


 Enabling technology to improve 
acceptance of 6x2’s


 Green solution providing improved: 
• Fuel savings
 Minimum 2% fuel economy improvement 


over non-liftable 6x2
 Lower emissions


• Unloaded maneuverability – reduced tire 
scrub
 Improves tire life
 Road friendly – less tires on the road and 


only when needed
• Weight reduction
 Increase payloads
 Less mass, less horsepower, less fuel and 


emissions
• Traction
• Toll saver


 Continue to work with various task 
forces in the US and CAN
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Summary of Results from Recent TC Studies on 
HDV Boat‐Tails


RDIMS # 9618069


ecoTECHNOLOGY for Vehicles
Marc Belzile
marc.a.belzile@tc.gc.ca Wednesday November 26, 2014







Aerodynamics of Boat Tails


• Tapering back end increases base-pressure
• Boat-tail reduces pressure drag


• 2010 NRC report to TC:
• 4.7% to 7.3% reduction in fuel consumption (2,500-3,800 L/year/vehicle)
• CO2 reductions of 6,700 to 10,400 kg per year per vehicle
• Marginal increase in performance beyond 0.6 m (2 ft)  boat tail length
• Wake structure significantly altered by boat-tail – wake directed towards ground


2







Project Overview


3


• Multi-year project executed by NRC investigating 
implications of changes to the aerodynamic wake 
characteristics for boat-tail-equipped HDVs


• Phase 1:
• Effect of turbulent wake 


characteristics from boat-
tails on pursuing 
passenger vehicles


• Phase 2:
• Potential of snow 


accumulation and shedding 
for a boat-tail equipped 
HDV







Wind Tunnel Test Findings (1/10 scale)
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• Passenger vehicles in the wake of an HDV showed increase in 
dynamic wind loads with the addition of a boat-tail


• Amplified strength of vortex shedding near ground
• Addition of side skirts mitigates wake effect on pursuing vehicle
• Increased dynamic loads not excessive but show potential for stability 


problems


Compact
Car SUV


PHASE 1: Effect on Pursuing Vehicles







Simulation‐based Approach
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• Simulation-based approach using wind-tunnel measurements as input to 
Simpack simulation software


• SUV and compact car dynamic models
• Evaluate response of vehicle + driver system
• Wind conditions:


• With and without upwind truck
• Truck with and without side skirts and boat-trails
• Worst case dynamic side forces and yawing moments


• Road conditions – coefficient of friction (cf):
• 0.2/0.3 – snow-covered roads
• 0.5 – wet roads
• 1.0 – dry roads


• Driver – steering wheel angular velocity:
• Slow – 45 deg/s
• Fast – 400 deg/s
• Various intermediate conditions


PHASE 1: Effect on Pursuing Vehicles







Conclusions of Simulation Tests
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• Vehicle-dynamic simulations performed for a compact car and an SUV to 
investigate response to amplified vortex-shedding from boat-tail-equipped 
HDVs


• Simulations were performed for different levels of road friction and driver-
steering rates, to simulate worst-case dynamic-wind-load conditions


• Simulations results did not reveal any stability issues, based on 
accepted stability criteria


• The amplified wind loads due to the vortex-shedding did not significantly affect 
the vehicle-driver response   influenced most by low-frequency turbulent 
cross winds in the absence of an upwind HDV


PHASE 1: Effect on Pursuing Vehicles







Simulation Approach
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• PowerFLOW software model
• Approach selected after literature survey of related work
• 3-panel and 4-panel boat-tails
• Rough underbody (corrugated) for some cases
• Wind speed of 100 km/h
• Cross wind of 14 km/h (8° wind angle) for one case
• Ground speed of 100 km/hr
• Small-and-heavy or large-and-light particles are of 


greatest interest


no boat-tail


4-panel boat-tail


4-panel boat-tail 
(rough underbody)


3-panel boat-tail


PHASE 2: Snow Accumulation







Conclusions of Simulation Tests
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PHASE 2: Snow Accumulation


• Highest impingements without boat-tail


• Lowest impingements from 3-panel boat-tail


• Source of impinging particles is from below trailer


• Rough (corrugated) underbody moves impingements 
from within boat-tail cavity to bottom surface of lower 
pane


• 4-panel boat-tail shows potential for 4 kg/hr snow 
accumulation in model scenarios







Thank You


Marc Belzile 


ecoTECHNOLOGY for Vehicles
Transport Canada
Tel: (613) 998‐2552 


marc.a.belzile@tc.gc.ca
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Phase II - Heavy-duty Vehicle and 


Engine Greenhouse Gas Emission 


Regulations 
 


November 26, 2014  
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Current Regulations 


• The Heavy-Duty Vehicle and Engine 


Greenhouse Gas Emission Regulations 


were published in Canada Gazette, Part II 


on March 13, 2013 


– Aligned with U.S. EPA standards and test 


procedures 


 


• The Regulations apply to manufacturers 


and importers in Canada of new on-road 


heavy-duty vehicles or engines of the 2014 


and later model years  


– Cover the broad regulatory categories of 


heavy-duty vehicles applications 


– Do not apply to owners or operators of 


heavy-duty vehicles and engines 


 



http://www.textualcreations.ca/CementTruck001.jpg

http://jcwinnie.biz/wordpress/imageSnag/ups_hydralic_1.jpg
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President Obama announcements 


• President Obama’s “The President’s Climate Action Plan”, June 2013 


– U.S. are now moving forward with the development of a second phase of the 


heavy-duty standards   


– Reduce further GHG emissions and fuel consumption from post- 2018 model 


year heavy-duty vehicles and engines 


 
• In February 2014, Obama further 


announced the second phase and 


confirmed the timelines for developing 


these new standards:  


– Release of U.S. Notice of Proposed 


Rulemaking anticipated by March 2015 


– Final Rule anticipated by March 2016 
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Phase II Regulations in Canada 


• On September 22, 2014, the Minister officially announced the Government’s 


intent to develop a second phase of regulations to further reduce GHG from 


heavy-duty vehicles and their engines 


These proposed regulations would build on: 


– the current regulations, and 


– the long history of regulatory alignment between the Canada and the U.S. on 


vehicle emissions  


• Notice of Intent was published in the Canada Gazette, Part I on 


October 4, 2014 initiating formal consultation process 


– A webinar session  was held on November 3, 2014 to present an overview of the general 


approach and invite stakeholders to participate to the consultation process  


– As a first step of consultation process, interested parties were invited to submit comments on 


general approach before November 12, 2014 


– Environment Canada is now examining these first comments received on the approach 
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Next Consultation Steps 


• Consultation sessions will be organised to discuss proposed 


regulations with stakeholders 


• Input received during consultations will be considered during 


the development of proposed regulations that will be published 


in the Canada Gazette, Part I  


• A statutory consultation period will follow publication of 


proposed regulations in the Canada Gazette, Part I 


– Interested parties will have an opportunity to make written comments to 


inform the development of the final regulations before Canada Gazette, 


Part II publication 
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Thank you - Merci 


 


• Questions  
  


  Joanna Bellamy, Chief GHG Regulatory Development 


  Transportation Division, Environment Canada 


   819-938-4274 


   joanna.bellamy@ec.gc.ca  


 


  Julie Deschatelets, Senior Program Engineer, GHG Regulatory Development 


 Transportation Division, Environment Canada 


   819-420-4223  


   julie.deschatelets@ec.gc.ca   


 



mailto:joanna.bellamy@ec.gc.ca

mailto:julie.deschatelets@ec.gc.ca
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TrailerTail® Update
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• >30,000 TrailerTails® sold


• 2.1 Billion miles driven


• >$60M USD saved at the pump


• Offsets equivalent CO2 emissions of 30,000 passenger cars 


• ~600 units sold to Ontario and New Brunswick fleets since October 
1st Council of Ministers meeting


Continued market adoption


© 2014 Advanced Transit Dynamics, Inc. 
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• 3’ long, 3 sided version
• No bottom panels


• 5.09% fuel savings at 65 MPH in SAE 
J1321 testing


• Compared to 5.54% for TrailerTail® 4x4


• Advanced EPA SmartWay verification


TrailerTail® Trident
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• Automatically deploys 
TrailerTail® at 35 mph


• Radar speed sensor
• Electronic latches


Optional AutoDeploy™ System








Vehicle Weight and 
Dimension Developments


The Rest of the World
John R. Billing


Task Force on Vehicle Weights and 
Dimensions Policy
26 November 2014







The Rest of the World


• New Zealand ‐ HPMV
• Australia ‐ PBS
• South Africa ‐ PBS
• Europe – LHV, LZV
• South America ‐ Bitren
• China







New Zealand


• Unitary state of two islands
• Eliminated A‐trains per VWDS findings even 
before our M.o.U.


• Operational static roll threshold of 0.35 g
• HPMV system:


– Template vehicles on designated highway system
– Others with full road and performance evaluation


• Road User Charges, so one or two extra axles







New Zealand







New Zealand


• 100 km/h limit
• A curve 250 m 
radius or less 
every 4 km


• Roads often have 
no shoulder


• Overspeed in 
curves is common







Australia


• Six states and two territories responsible for 
roads and transportation that were unable to 
harmonise regulations


• A National Heavy Vehicle Regulator based in 
Queensland makes regulations that all states 
have agreed to adopt by reference, since 
February 2014


• Regulation by performance‐based standards 
from 2007, NHVR now approves PBS vehicles 







Australia PBS


• 4 road classes
• 16 performance standards
• About 1,000 vehicles approved
• About half are truck‐dog (full) trailers
• Pressure to simplify PBS with templates for 
the most common configurations


• Local authorities continue to hold up access of 
approved vehicles







Australia


• Twin 40 A‐train at 79 t with forced steer dolly 


• BAA quad







South Africa


• Nine provinces responsible for roads and 
transportation


• PBS program modelled after Australia’s, with 
their own infrastructure standards


• Run through industry accreditation body
• Log truck‐trailers, mine trucks, car carriers, 
articulated bus


• B‐trains are also known to operate in other 
countries in East Africa







Europe


• 50 countries, many with provinces  
responsible for roads and transportation


• Directive 96/53/EC sets standards for vehicle 
configurations in international operation


• Sweden and Finland allowed 60 t at 25.25 m
• LHV/LZV trials in Sweden, Finland, Norway, 
Holland, Denmark, Germany, Belgium


• UK trial of 14.6 and 15.65 m trailers







European Modular System


13.6 m 7.82 m


25.25 m


7.82 m


7.82 m 7.82 m 7.82 m


13.6 m


13.6 m


7.82 m


? ?







Europe


• European Modular System is designed for 
international operation


• Sweden, Finland, Holland allow other 
configurations at higher weights


• Now doing performance evaluations
• Emissions and modal shift are major concerns
• Strong opposition to longer vehicles persists 
in many countries







Log Haulers in Sweden
74 t, 25 m


90 t, 30 m


74 t, 25 m







South America


• 13 countries, many with provinces  
responsible for roads and transportation


• European style trucks, truck‐trailers and 
tractor‐semitrailers


• Liftable axles
• B‐trains in (at least) Colombia, Peru, Paraguay, 
Brazil, Uruguay and Argentina, but different 
rules







South America











China


• 22 provinces, 5 autonomous regions, 4 
directly controlled municipalities, Hong Kong 
and Macau


• Responsibility for roads and transportation is 
shared between national, provincial and local 
governments







China


• Motor vehicle length is 18.1 m (59 ft)
• Semitrailer length is 13 m (42 ft), with 14.6 m 
(48 ft) vans from 2008


• 16.2 m (53 ft) semitrailers up to 2011
• Many semitrailers are registered as a motor 
vehicle, so are 18.1 m (59 ft) long


• Car carriers appear exempt from length limits







20 Toyotas!


• 7 x 4.5 + 6 x 0.15 = 
32.4 m (106 ft)







26 Volkswagens!!


• Also about 32.4 m (106 ft) long
• Maybe 4.5 m (15 ft) wide







10 Trucks!!!







18 Trucks!!!!







Finally, Some Enforcement!







Conclusions


• The process started by Canada in the mid 
1980’s has been endorsed around the world, 
and implemented in various ways


• PBS templates for common vehicles
• PBS is still useful for unique vehicles
• Every LCV/PBS/HPMV/LHV/LZV evaluation has 
found the operation brilliantly successful







Thank you for your attention!








NGWBS Tires on Canadian Highways
Theoretical Perception and Practical Observations


Presented by:


Kamal Adhikari,


Michelin North America







Agenda
 Review of 2013 presentation


 Benefits
 Challenges


 The 3 Key Questions
 Limitations of the pavement studies 
 Expected NGWBS tire’s uptake rate and truck weight trends across Canada
 Regional truck traffic trends 


 What does all this mean?


 WSP Economic Impact study preview – Alberta


 Conclusion


 Open discussions







LANDFILL


MATERIAL & ENERGY 
RECOVERY


RETREADING
X One Casings &


X One Retreads


TIRE USE
Savings of 9 metric tons of 
CO2 per truck in a year


END-OF-LIFE PROCESSING


PRODUCTION
Savings of 9 gallons of 
oil per tire


TIRE USE
~3% fuel economy 
improvement, all else 
equivalent. ~700 gal. / truck 
/ year saved.


~65 lbs. less 
material to process


Review - Benefits


With just 14% uptake, 
the trucks sold in 2013 
with NGWBS will save 
the industry $573K -


$4.0M in fuel per 
province which can be 


better spent on 
training, equipment 


upgrades and growth.  


If 14% of the 
trucks sold in 


2013 converted to 
NGWBS, each 


province will see 
a reduction in 


post usage tire to 
be processed by 


20.5K – 145K 
kilograms







Review - Concerns


“Comparison between wide based single tire and dual tires assembly based on experimental pavement response and 
predicted damage” Damien Grellet, Guy Dore, Jean-Pascal Bilodeau, Thomas Gauliard


Only tests on structures C and D are representative as it 
compares 11R22.5 against the 455/55R22.5







There are a variety of tire brands and types. 
However, most studies are done with just 
Michelin tires. 


What is the impact of tire type and usage condition 
on the tire’s footprint?


Question 1







Paper No: 07-2432, Al-Qadi et al., Transportation Research Board 86th Annual Meeting, Jan 21-25 2007, Washington , D.C.


What is the impact of tire types and usage condition 
on the tire’s footprint?







Footprint Analysis


Description Position


Load Press TSA CSR TCA LSW


(KG) (KPA) (SQMM) % (SQMM) (MM)


Tire A TRAILER 1900 690 37839 0.733 27749 301.43


Tire A TRAILER 2800 760 46632 0.757 35278 307.80


Impact of load/Pressure


Impact of 1st life vs. Retread coupled with different tread


Description Position
Load Press TSA CSR TCA LSW


(KG) (KPA) (SQMM) % (SQMM) (MM)
Tire A TRAILER 1900 690 37839 0.733 27749 301.43


Tire B Retread 220mm DRIVE 1900 690 38306 0.611 23407 298.9


27% difference in TCA


Tire A has 19% more TCA







Dual Unequal Inflation Impact


Drop in 
strain ratio







Summary of findings


The wide variety of dual tire brands, types and usage 
conditions show significant differences in contact area. 


There are several studies on NGWBS vs. Dual tires but and 
almost all tend to focus on just a select set of tires.


None of the past studies address this spectrum of tire types.







Question 2


Studies suggest that NGWBS may have different 
impact depending on the roads fatigue mode


Real life impact will be dependent on:
a. Estimated uptake rates
b. Truck weights and loading distribution


Can we quantify these parameters?







Average axle weight distribution across Canada 
The data below is the % of non-steer 
axles that were above the US load and 
were running on Canadian highways. 
Data  based on WIM data,  Govt. data, 
Trucking Assoc. provided data as well as 
Michelin CES field survey data


ON/QC 25/22% (252)


NB 18/9% 
(768,000) 


SK* 23/21% (315)
SK** 25/13% (222)AB 18/13% (143)


MB 26/12% (410)


BC 17%







 The US is a mature market for NGWBS


 Michelin CES roadside survey in 2013 suggests 19% uptake 
rate amongst long haul fleets


 2013 RMA tire sales data suggests that approximately 14% of 
the long haul wheel positions in the trucks with 11R and 
295/75R22.5 wheel are on NGWBS in the US. 


Uptake in the US







Summary of findings


Conservative estimates from our research suggest that at any 
given time, less than 25% of the trucks on the road are running 
greater than the US load (7700kg/axle).


Data from the Weigh in Motion Scales (WIMS) suggest this 
number is under 20%.


The uptake rate of NGWBS is expected to be 14% of long haul 
(less than that if we consider NGWBS as a percentage of all 
non-steer tires).







Question 3


What does truck traffic look like in the various 
regions?







What does truck traffic look like in the various 
regions? (Trucks/hr/direction)


Hwy 401


Hwy 1
Hwy 1Hwy 1


I 85


Hwy 20


Hwy 11Hwy 2







What does all this mean?







Benefits


Cost







Preview from WSP
New Generation Wide Based Single Tires 


(Cost-Benefit Analysis)







Predicted damage to road network


“New Generation Wide Based Single Tires – Cost-Benefit Analysis” WSP







Conclusion
 8500kg/axle (or 9100kg/axle) allowance on a tandem 


configuration is very important for Canadian operations


 The research papers to date have several limitations.


 Translating the results of research papers to real world 
application without other pertinent factors significantly 
overestimates the impact of NGWBS on the Canadian roads.


 Expected change in scenario compared to current:
 Benefit = 14% * number of trucks
 Cost = 14% * 25% * Number of trucks


 For every 100 trucks entering the market
 14 are expected to convert to NGWBS
 3.5 are expected to convert to NGWBS and be above the US load







Canadian fleets need the flexibility to be 
able to run on NGWBS with full Canadian 


load (8500kg/axle or 9100kg/axle on 
tandem)







Thank you for your attention
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Overview of Volvo/ Mack Technology 
6x2 Tractors


Tim LaFon, Vice President Regulatory Affairs 


Volvo Group North America


November 26, 2014


Volvo Group North America
Tim LaFon, 6x2 Discussion
November 26, 2014


Three Bus Brands 
&


Four Truck Brands


VOLVO GROUP AMERICAS
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Volvo Group North America
Tim LaFon, 6x2 Discussion
November 26, 2014


Volvo appreciates the opportunity to come and share information with the Council 
of Deputy Ministers and the Task Force


WHAT I HOPE TO ACCOMPLISH


 Raise level of awareness of the systems


 Provide information on how the Volvo/ Mack 6x2 tractor system 
works


 Provide information on how to identify 6x2 tractors with self 
leveling feature


 Identify/ address concerns that you may have regarding the 
system


 Answer questions that you may have on the system


Volvo Group North America
Tim LaFon, 6x2 Discussion
November 26, 2014


Why 6x2 configurations are becoming 
popular


 Weight Savings


 Reduced Maintenance Cost


 Fuel Savings, 2.5 % savings according to the North American 
Council for Freight Efficiency (NACFE)


 Technology advancements, traction issue resolved 


http://truckingefficiency.org/chassis/6x2-axles
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Volvo Group North America
Tim LaFon, 6x2 Discussion
November 26, 2014


Current Volvo/ Mack 6X2 offering


Drive axle, spindle


Non driven axle


Drive Axle Non driven axle


Volvo Group North America
Tim LaFon, 6x2 Discussion
November 26, 2014


Future 6x2 Volvo/ Mack Offering (Under 
Development)


Dash switches for 
traction control & 


gauges for 
monitoring axle load


Restrictions for 
optimized wheelbase 
& chassis packaging


Electronically 
Controlled 


Suspension (ECS) 
for weight 


sensing, axle 
lifting, & weight 


distribution


50” bogie spread


Drive axle with 20k 
VOAS/Maxlite


Allows different 
size tires for push 


and drive axles


Industry available 20k 
liftable pusher axle
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Volvo Group North America
Tim LaFon, 6x2 Discussion
November 26, 2014


How to identify a 6x2, with self leveling 
feature


Actuator Valves – controls air flow to 
drive and tag axles


Located inside of frame, driver side 
frame rail


Volvo Group North America
Tim LaFon, 6x2 Discussion
November 26, 2014


How the system works


Optimum  weight  transfer to Front & Drive 
axle under all load conditions


– improves traction 


– prevents wheel slip [dramatically reduce 
wheel spin]


– improves ride & handling


– improves steering feeling


Biased / Dynamic loading
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Volvo Group North America
Tim LaFon, 6x2 Discussion
November 26, 2014


How the system works


Bobtail load
Chassis only, no KP load @ 2.7K kg


At curb weight


Front


2.7
[100%]


Carrying unsprung 
mass


Volvo Group North America
Tim LaFon, 6x2 Discussion
November 26, 2014


How the system works


Carrying most of the 
load


Minimal weight


Front


Increased loading, hook-up 
empty trailer


Empty Trailer load


Adding a KP load of 
approx. 1.8K kg


4.5 – 5.4
[100%]
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Volvo Group North America
Tim LaFon, 6x2 Discussion
November 26, 2014


How the system works


Partial load
Loading, add payload
Running Optimized traction


Front axle close 
to maximum 


weight
Partial weight increase


Front


KP load of 10.0K kg


7.3
[57%]


5.4
[43%]


Volvo Group North America
Tim LaFon, 6x2 Discussion
November 26, 2014


How the system works


Max Tandem load


Front axle @ maximum 
weight


Rear axle below 
maximum weight


Front


KP load of 12.7 kg


8.2
[53%]


7.3
[47%]
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Volvo Group North America
Tim LaFon, 6x2 Discussion
November 26, 2014


Tuning the system


 Available since 2005 – growing in popularity


 Air bag pressure (Volvo working with CVSA)


– Volvo understands the need for a better understanding of the 
system


– Must be able to use tools available to enforcement. Practical 
solutions that can be used


We are taking action to address this. We are doing studies to 
address the enforcement concern by adding pressure to make 
the bag harder, while preserving the benefits of the design 


 Weight differential 


 Definition  


– Lift axle not lift axle? 


– Tandem Axle? 


Volvo Group North America
Tim LaFon, 6x2 Discussion
November 26, 2014


Concerns, Air bag 


• This is not a safety issue and is by design!
• Air spring will maintain shape but will be soft to the 


touch. 
• Air bags on non-driven axle have minimum pressure 


when operated without a trailer and empty trailer. 


Customer cited for deflated air bags on a 2015 Volvo 6x2 tractor


Trailer was empty


CVSA Working on a Bulletin
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Volvo Group North America
Tim LaFon, 6x2 Discussion
November 26, 2014


Concerns, Provincial and State 
Requirements


 Provinces and States have rules on weight distribution of tandem 
axles


– Customers have reported being cited for exceeding the 
distribution requirements when lightly loaded. 


Volvo appreciates the opportunity to better understand the concerns and 
wants to help address those concerns. Some potential solutions may be 
- Provide tractors/ trailers for testing on Canadian roads that are 


instrumented with strain gauges
- See if a prior test is representative of the configuration 


Volvo Group North America
Tim LaFon, 6x2 Discussion
November 26, 2014


Other Important Information


 As the load increases, the distribution moves toward a 50/50 split 
of weight on the driven and non-driven axle. 


 This does not result in an overloaded condition if correctly loaded


 Electronically Controlled System (ECS) systems are based on 
European system designs







11/28/2014
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Volvo Group North America
Tim LaFon, 6x2 Discussion
November 26, 2014


Contact Information


Volvo Group North America Regulatory Affairs


Email: vtna.regulatoryaffairs@volvo.com


Tim LaFon


Office: (336) 393-2233


Mobile: (336) 457-2263


Email: timothy.lafon@volvo.com
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Task Force on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Policy 
Meeting – November 26, 2014 Montreal 


Name Affiliation Phone e-mail 


Kyle Abbot Landstar 904-306-2380 kabbott@landstar.com  
Kamal Adhikari Michelin North America 864-907-5625 Kamal.adhikari@us.michelin.com  
Pierre Aubin L’Express du midi 514-953-3535 p.aubin@expressdumidi.com  
Bob Ballantyne Freight Management Association of 


Canada 
613-599-8993 ballantyne@bellnet.ca  


Michael Balsom Nova Scotia Transportation and 
Infrastructure Renewal  


902-499-3618 michael.balsom@gov.ns.ca 


Bob Barsalou Ontario Ministry of Transportation 905-704-2518 Robert.barsalou@ontario.ca  
George Bassily  Transtex Composite 514-518-6752 gbassily@transtexcomposite.com  
François Beauchamp Michelin Canada 514-915-2587 Francois.beauchamp@ca.michelin.com  
Leanna Belluz Transport Canada 613-991-6443 Leanna.belluz@tc.gc.ca  
Marc Belzile Transport Canada 613-998-2552 Marc.a.belzile@tc.gc.ca  
Deny Bertrand Prévost 819-847-4291 Deny.bertrand@consustant.volvo.com  
Jean-Francois Bibeau Volvo Canada 514-831-5765 Jean-francois.bibeau@volvo.com  
John R. Billing Consultant 416-499-3202 Jrbilling@sympatico.ca 
Jonathan Blackham CTA 416-241-7009 Jonathan.blackham@ontruck.org 
Christian Boily Manac Inc. 418-226-2148 Christian.boily@manac.ca  
Greg Bond Manitoulin Transport 705-222-1904 gbond@manitoulintransport.com  
Keith Bonnetrouge GNWT-DoT 867-875-7565 Keith_bonnetrouge@gov.nt.ca  
Lorraine Card AMTA 403-214-3439 lorrainec1@amta.ca  
Andrew Cipywnyk Saskatchewan Highways and 


Infrastructure 
306-787-6998 andrew.cipywnyk@gov.sk.ca 


David Croft Triple K Transport 888-480-1857 dcroft@triplek.ca 
Francine Dandonneau Groupe TYT 819-388-0605 fdandonneau@groupetyt.ca  
Patrick Delaney Petroleum Services Association  403-781-7384 pdelaney@psac.ca  
Julie Deschatelets Environment Canada 819-420-4223 Julie.deschatelets@ec.gc.ca  
Robert Desmarais CFit + iHSA/FSC 514-247-2777 Cfit1@sympatico.ca  
Kim Durdle Alberta Transportation 403-340-5189 Kim.durdle@gov.ab.ca  
Grant Ferguson Michelin North America Canada Inc. 902-753-1119 Grant.ferguson@ca.michelin.com  
Mario Fillion W.J. Deans Transport 450-638-5933 mfillion@wjdeans.com  
Isabelle Gendron Kenworth Canada 418-670-2619 Isabelle.gendron@paccar.com  
Jeffrey Gilchrist Prévost 418-883-6491 Jeffrey.gilchrist@volvo.com  
Jeff Grossman Advanced Transit Dynamics 973-886-2504 jgrossman@atdynamics.com  
Jeremy Harrower Canadian Transportation Equipment 


Association 
519-631-0414 jharrower@atminc.on.ca  


Gary Holmes Nova Scotia Transportation and 
Infrastructure Renewal 


902-860-5634 holmesga@gov.ns.ca  


Mark Irwin Bison Transport 416-580-9865 mirwin@bisontransport.com  
Francois Janelle Ministere des transports du Quebec 418-644-5593 fjanelle@mtq.gouv.qc.ca  
Joanna Jungels ATS Specialized Inc. 763-639-2474 joannaju@atsinc.com  
Charlie Ker Cummins Westport Inc.  604-718-1902 Charles.ker@cummins.com  
Greg Kolesniak BC Trucking Association 604-888-5319 gregk@bctrucking.com  
Tim Lafon Volvo 336-393-2233 Timothy.lafon@volvo.com  
Remi Laroche Advance Engineered Products 819-395-2435 r.laroche@lazerinox.com  
Stephen Laskowski CTA 416-249-7401 Stephen.Laskowski@ontruck.org 
Nathalie Léveillé Quebec Trucking Association 514-932-0377 


x203 
nleveille@carrefour-acq.org  
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Luke Loy USDOT-FMCSA 202-366-0676 Luke.loy@dot.gov  
Joe Lynch Ontario Ministry of Transportation 416-585-7126 Joe.lynch@ontario.ca  
Doug MacEwen PEI Transportation and Infrastructure 


Renewal 
902-368-5219 djmacewen@gov.pe.ca  


Ron Madill CTA 519-473-6543 Ron.madill@ontruck.org 
Yves Maurais Transport Robert  514-237-8729 ymaurais@robert.ca  
Sean McAlister ORCA Road Safety Consultants  613-962-8481 orcasean77@gmail.com  
David McCleave Hendrickson 630-910-2853 dmccleave@hendrickson-intl.com  
Jan McKee Manitoba Infrastructure and 


Transportation 
204-945-8240 Jan.mckee@gov.mb.ca  


Hugo Ménard Groupe Goyette 514-444-5249 hmenard@groupegoyette.com  
Jan Michaelsen FPInnovations 514-782-4524 Jan.michaelsen@fpinnovations.ca  
Janice Miller MB Infrastructure and Transportation 204-945-8117 Janice.miller@gov.mb.ca  
David Mizgala ITD Trailers 416-557-3134 david.mizgala@itdtrailers.com  
Stephen Murphy Meritor 514-653-4080 Stephen.murphy@meritor.com  
Heather Murray Sparrow Piloting Service 306-244-2350 sparrowpilot@sasktel.net 
Joel Neuheimer Forest Products Association of Canada 613-563-1441 


x305 
jneuheimer@fpac.ca  


Paula Ngo Hendrickson 630-215-4071 pngo@hendrickson-intl.com  
Frederic Ollendorff Michelin Canada 514-226-7315 Frederic.ollendorf@ca.michelin.com  
Jeff Patten National Research Council 613-863-7431 Jeff.patten@nrc.ca  
Jim Park OBAC 905-227-5755 j.park@sympatico.ca 
John Pearson Council of DM's Secretariat 613-247-9347 Jpearson@comt.ca 
André Perret The Road-Scholar 905-977-0301 roadscholar@bell.net  
Pierre Perron Meritor 514-949-5149 Pierre.perron@meritor.com  
Jean-Marc Picard APTA 506-875-2854 jmpicard@apta.ca  
Gilles Poirier CRQ Controle Routier Quebec 418-528-4669 Gilles.poirier@saaq.gouv.qc.ca  
Daniel Poissant Groupe Goyette 514-968-9599 dpoissant@groupegoyette.com  
Jean Pomerleau Groupe Canam 418-582-3331 Jean.pomerleau@groupecanam.com  
Yves Provencher FPInnovations - PIT 514-782-4523 Yves.provencher@fpinnovations.ca  
Mayank Rastogi Transport Canada  613-998-2993 Mayank.rastogi@tc.gc.ca  
Brian Rennie Bridgestone Canada 905-568-6498 renniebrian@bfusa.com  
Bruce Richards Private Motor Truck Council of 


Canada 
905-827-0587 trucks@pmtc.ca  


Fab Rinaldi Bendix 514-571-6094 Fabrizio.rinaldi@bendix.com  
Joanne Ritchie OBAC 613-237-6222 jritchie@obac.ca 
Claude Robert Transport Robert 514-592-2727 crobert@robert.ca 
Keith Sabiston Triple K Transport 888-480-1857 keith@triplek.ca 
Pierre Savard Transwest Logistics 514-971-1119 psavard@groupetranswest.com  
Terry Shaw MTA 204-632-6600 tshaw@trucking.mb.ca  
Norm Shupe Mullen Group Inc. 403-995-5204 nshupe@mullen-group.com  
James Sinnett FPInnovations 604-222-5741 James.sinnett@fpinnovations.ca  
Allen Smith Advanced Transit Dynamics 519-902-8237 Allen.smith@atdynamics.com  
Jean St-Onge Midland Transport Limited 506-381-5100 St-Onge.Jean@midlandtransport.com 
Cristian Tabra National Research Council 613-998-9376 Cristian.tabra@nrc.ca  
Tibor Varga Max-Atlas Equipment Inc. 514-978-0513 vargat@max-atlas.com 
John Warkentin Yukon 867-667-5920 John.warkentin@gov.yk.ca  
Richard Warnock AMTA 403-214-3429 richardw1@amta.ca  
Sarah Wells  Council of DM’s Secretariat 613 736-1350 swells@comt.ca  
Corey White New Brunswick Department of 


Transportation and Infrastructure 
506-440-8748 corey.white@gnb.ca  


Geoff Wood CTA and OTA 416-241-7402 geoffreywood@cantruck.ca  
John Woodrooffe UMTRI 734-276-5550 jhfw@umich.edu  
Jimmy Zborowsky Z Source Equipment Max 416-818-5338 sales@zsource.ca  
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CANADA-UNITED STATES REGULATORY
COOPERATION COUNCIL (RCC)


Presentation to the Task Force on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Policy
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I. Background: Beyond the Border vs 
Regulatory Cooperation Council


II. Initial Regulatory Cooperation Council 
(RCC) Action Plan


III. Current phase of RCC


IV. Next Steps
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Background: BTB vs RCC


• To preserve and strengthen close relationship between Canada 
and the United States, Prime Minister Stephen Harper and 
President Barack Obama announced the Beyond the Border 
Declaration and the Canada-United States Regulatory 
Cooperation Council on February 4, 2011.


• Both initiatives seek to deepen our partnership and enhance our 
security, prosperity and economic competitiveness while 
respecting each other’s sovereignty.


• The Beyond the Border Declaration articulates a perimeter 
approach to security in which both countries work together to 
address threats at the earliest point possible – within, at, and 
away from our borders – while facilitating the lawful movement of 
people, goods, and services into our countries and across our 
shared border.
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Background: BTB vs RCC


• Whereas the Beyond the Border aims to enhance security and 
economic competitiveness through measures taken at our shared 
perimeter and border, RCC aims to better align our regulatory 
approaches to protect health, safety, and the environment while 
supporting growth, investment, innovation and market openness.


• Some initiatives under the Beyond the Border action plan will 
complement the work of the Regulatory Cooperation Council and, 
indeed, could provide beneficial interim measures pending more 
fundamental regulatory solutions which may flow from the 
Regulatory Cooperation Council.
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Initial RCC Action Plan


• The RCC’s initial Action Plan (December 2012 – March 2014) was made 
up of 29 individual initiatives, 11 of which were Transport Canada’s.


• The Initial Action Plan was intended to:
– test  bi-national Canada-U.S. cooperation through tangible examples
– allow consideration of more systemic cooperation to avoid future


misalignment
– inform future work


• The Initial Action Plan was successful in:
– building an understanding of how to achieve alignment on an ongoing 


basis
– demonstrating the ‘proof of concept’ through individual initiatives
– clarifying the various categories of benefits that can be realized
– identifying barriers and challenges to closer cooperation
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Current Phase of RCC


Joint RCC Forward Plan


• Began Fall 2013 – bi-national stakeholder consultations informed next steps


• Based on the stakeholders input, RCC findings through implementation of the 
initial initiatives, and discussions between the RCC and agencies on both sides of 
the border, the joint RCC Forward Plan (released August 29, 2014) outlines three 
key components of future work:


Department-to-Department Commitments & Work Plans 


Commitments that outline objectives for cooperation in specific areas of regulatory 
activity over 3-5 year period, followed by technical Work Plans


Department-level Regulatory Partnerships


Common department-level cooperation elements


Exploring cross-cutting issues


Consider options to address challenges (e.g., information-sharing, funding 
collaboration, regulatory processes) to support regulatory cooperation
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Current Phase of RCC


Department-to-Department Commitments and Work Plans


• Washington Event (Oct 7-8, 2014) – regulators and stakeholders discussed 
partnerships and technical work plans in support of the regulatory sector 
commitments outlined in the RCC Forward Plan


• Transport Canada’s commitments are: 


– U.S. Coast Guard/Transport Canada


• Marine Safety and Security


– U.S. Environmental Protection Agency/Transport Canada


• Locomotive Emissions


– U.S. Department of Transportation/Transport Canada


• Connected Vehicles (see annex A)


• Transportation of Dangerous Goods (see annex A)


• Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (see annex A)


• Rail Safety


• Aviation Regulations
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Current Phase of RCC


Department-to-Department Commitments and Work Plans


• Work plans for RCC Action Plan Phase II have not been finalized 
yet. However, U.S. have some initiatives concerning stability 
control on trucks and electronic on board recorders (also known 
as electronic logging devices) for commercial motor carriers.


• Canada is in the initial stages of considering possible future 
regulatory actions to align with these initiatives.


• Regulatory actions will require consultation with stakeholders, 
including manufacturers, industry associations and the provinces
and territories.
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Current Phase of RCC


Regulatory Partnership Statements (RPSs)


• Bilateral arrangements will provide a formal framework for “ongoing and 
continuous” cooperation. RPSs to provide:


– Senior governance between the agencies and related planning processes.


– Structured opportunities for stakeholders to provide input, to inform strategies, 
identify priorities and discuss progress on the implementation of initiatives as 
appropriate


– A mechanism for annual work plan development and updates and provide 
status updates on the progress off RCC initiatives 


• Departments will have the discretion to determine the:


– Scope of what the agreements cover,  e.g., department-level or regulator-level


– Design and structure (according to the above-mentioned three structure 
elements common to all)
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Collaborative Initiatives


• Transition to permanent, ongoing regulatory cooperation 
(institutionalized)


• Strengthen bi-national regulatory planning, priority-setting 
processes and governance to ensure regulatory cooperation efforts 
are focused on areas of clear benefit to industry, consumers and/or 
regulators


• Establish value-added role for stakeholders in new processes
o Stakeholders expected to present bi-national priorities and quantify benefits


• Deal with barriers in a definitive way by studying cross-cutting 
issues in greater depth (next slide)


• Report on progress through a regular RCC Newsletter (similar to 
Beyond the Border)
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Collaborative Initiatives


Exploring Cross-Cutting Issues


In the context of new regulatory partnership arrangements, the Canadian 
RCC Secretariat and the U.S. Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs 
will actively explore greater collaboration in areas that may currently 
represent obstacles to regulatory cooperation:


•Information sharing – enforcement data, product submissions, etc.


•Funding collaboration – enable partners to send or receive funds, jointly 
contract 3rd parties, re-spend, etc.


•Regulatory process – seek opportunities within our respective regulatory 
processes to advance alignment 


•Regulatory policy – further align regulatory policy and approaches to 
regulatory cooperation 


Questions?
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ANNEX A


Transport Canada’s RCC Forward 
Plan Commitments
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National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (U.S. Department of Transportation) / 
Transport Canada


Motor Vehicle Safety Standards: Transport Canada (TC) and the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration (NHTSA) will work to align new and updated light and heavy duty vehicle motor 
vehicle safety standards through new processes and protocols to facilitate joint work and 
partnership. This will be done through enhanced communication and insight on future safety needs 
to be addressed, coordination of standards development agendas, and collaboration at the earliest 
stages of the contemplation of new regulations by exchanging rulemaking priorities and identifying 
rulemaking initiatives of common interest. TC and NHTSA may undertake joint testing and 
research, joint and collaborative risk assessments, and exchange technical data and information to 
support future aligned standards development decisions in both countries. They will also consider 
how single test methodologies could be implemented in both countries. Initial regulatory alignment 
priorities will include side impact, ejection mitigation, and motorcycle brake systems.


U.S. Department of Transportation / Transport Canada


Connected Vehicles: TC and U.S. Department of Transportation will coordinate and collaborate on 
Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communications technology and 
applications development and implementation for light- and heavy-duty vehicles, including 
architecture and standards to support interoperable deployment. This will include, where 
appropriate, joint planning and priority-setting, collaborative research projects, as well as 
information exchanges to support analyses as well as architecture and standards development.
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Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (U.S. Department of Transportation) 
/ Transport Canada


Transportation of Dangerous Goods: Transport Canada and the U.S. Pipeline and Hazardous 
Material Safety Administration will strive to more closely align their regulatory regimes for the 
transportation of dangerous goods, including working to align national standards and 
regulations; sharing data, analyses and research; and synchronizing consultations with 
industry when feasible. Objectives include: aligning Canadian and U.S. placarding 
requirements; mutual recognition of United Nations standard pressure receptacles (UN 
cylinders); recognition of inspection under U.S. requirements for highway; alignment and 
mutual recognition of tank truck (cargo tank) standards, including vehicles used to transport 
bulk explosives and repair facilities; mutual recognition of conditions for One Time Movement 
Approvals; and explosives approvals. Furthermore, both parties will undertake an examination 
of each jurisdiction’s Special Permits and Approvals regimes to identify possible opportunities 
for further harmonization. Lastly, rulemaking cooperation guidelines will be jointly developed to 
promote cooperation and greater efficiencies in the early stages of the rulemaking process.





